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EUROTRACE© Comfort Trace CT self-limiting heating cable applicable up to 65 °C

Heating cable CT Heating cable CTHeating cable CT

Technical specifications 	Max. operating temperature switched on and off max. 65 °C 

	Min. installation temperature -30 °C

	Min. bending radius 25 mm

	Voltage supply AC 230 V max. 254 V/50 Hz

Construction 	0.56 mm2 buswires

	Self-limiting heating element

	Insulation made of a modified TPE (thermoplastic elastomer)

	Screen made of copper tin coated braiding optional with aluminum foil  
 and protective earth wires

	Outer jacket made of TPE, polyethylene or optional fluorpolymer

The EUROTRACE® CT is a self-limiting heating cable for the freeze protection of pipes. The heating tape can 
be installed in-and outside water pipes. Both the fluorpolymer and the polyolefin versions are approved for 
installation in drinking water pipes. Because of the small dimensions, the heating cable is particularly suited 
to be installed on pipes with a small diameter. 

Our patented CT10 IN & OUT  Product is approved to be used both inside as outside waterpipes! 

Description

	Thermoplastic elastomer insulation (TPE), without braiding and without outer jacket

	Protective braiding with > 70 % coverage and < 18.2 Ω/km resistance

	Aluminium foil and earth wire

	TPE outer jacket

	CT IN & OUT with a PE drinking water approved and fire resistant jacket

	Optional fluorpolymer outer jacket

	Available in 3 different power outputs between 10 and 18 W/m

Versions

Approvals
FI
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EUROTRACE© Comfort Trace CT self-limiting heating cable applicable up to 65 °C

Maximum heating circuit length (m) on a pipe, with circuit breaker with C-Characteristic  

Voltage AC 230 V CT 210 CT 215 CT 218

Circuit breaker size A 10 10 10

Switch on 
temperature

+10 °C M 100/60* 72 60

0 °C M 96 66 58

-20 °C M 77 52 41

Selection chart

Article Earth protection Construction/ 
outer jacket

Dimension a x b (mm)

CT2xx-14yyP braiding TPE 7.7 x 5.3

CT2xx-15yyP braiding Fluorpolymer 7.6 x 5.2

CT2xx-40yyP aluminium foil TPE 7.7 x 5.3

CT2xx-41yyP aluminium foil PE 7.7 x 5.3

CT2xx-43yyP aluminium foil TPE + PE 7.6 x 5.2

CT2xx-42yyP aluminium foil Fluorpolymer 7.6 x 5.2

xx = power output W/m 10, 15, 18,  

yy = Color code 10 black, 40 blue, 50 green

Power output Measured on a pipe in accordance with VDE 0254, EN 62395-1, IEC/EN 62086-1 and IEC 60079-30-1. 

CT Power output characteristic

Pipe temperature (°C)

* Inside the drink water pipe!
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